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Additionally, on 2 of the floors, large ‘Broadsign’ areas have 2 x 2 videowalls installed using ultra slim bezel
LCD panels for a seamless look. With each panel having a network encoder and decoder, they can be used to
display one large image or different images on each screen. This gives a flexible solution for displaying different
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Up on the 5th floor, the cafeteria is a flexible space. Two large 80” displays, again Sharp Aquos, with 4 local
sources, are used for general background use during the day. But they can also be used for informal presentations
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and events.
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The directors’ offices each have a large sized LED TV screens and speakers mounted on the wall with two local
sources connected via direct cabling. Touchpanel control is via a discreet 4” panel.

In the Chairman’s office, a huge LCD video wall is installed, designed for
maximum impact. It comprises 9 x NEC 55” panels in 3 x 3 configuration,
giving a total display area of 3.6m x 2m. With allowance for eight sources
and a background image to be displayed simultaneously in any window
arrangements across the display, it’s the perfect showcase for JCDecaux’s
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the user experience.
al display area of 3.6m x 2m. With allowance for eight sources and a
According
to Philip
Thomas,inCo-Chief
ground image
to be displayed
simultaneously
any windowExecutive Officer, “AV is a

very important part of how we show and demonstrate to our clients
the many aspects of JCDecaux in the building. On almost every
floor now, we have videowalls and they are always showing the
capability of JCDecaux to deliver best options to our client base. It’s
a fundamental part of the building.”
Amrish Patel, JCDecaux’s IS Support Manager, goes on to say,
“Reflex helped deliver the architect’s vision by maximising the space
available to them to deliver the appropriate AV kit. Our staff have
remarked on the ease of use of the AV kit installed. This has enabled
them to deliver the JCDecaux vision.”
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